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4Cabling Telescopic Flat TV Ceiling Mount Bracket 13" to 32"
Full Motion | Max VESA 200 x 200
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Description

4Cabling Telescopic Flat TV Ceiling Mount Bracket 23" to
42" Full Motion | Max VESA 200 x 200
Looking for a versatile and universal TV mount bracket that can accommodate a wide range of TV brands and sizes? Look no
further than 4Cabling's full-motion and telescopic reach ceiling TV mount bracket! This heavy-duty bracket can safely support
flat-screen LCD LED TVs or LCD monitors ranging from 13" to 32".

 

The 4Cabling Ceiling Mount is a perfect solution for those who are looking for a secure and space-saving option for mounting
their LCD LED TV or LCD monitor. With its full motion tilt & swivel action of 360°, adjustable reach from 608mm - 858mm, and
telescoping height adjustment, you can customize the optimal viewing angle for the best experience.

 

This ceiling mount is also equipped with a cable management channel to keep everything organized, giving you a clean and tidy
setup. The mount is suitable for VESA mounting patterns of 75x75, 100x100, 200x100, and 200x200, making it fully compatible
with a wide range of TV or monitor brands.

 

With a recommended TV size of up to 13" to 32" and a maximum load capacity of 30Kg, this mount is not only easy to install but
also ensures your TV or monitor is securely mounted in place.

 

Invest in 4Cabling's full-motion and telescopic reach ceiling TV mount bracket for the ultimate in versatility and universal
compatibility. This heavy-duty mount is perfect for anyone looking to mount their TV or monitor in a space-saving and secure
way. Get yours today and enjoy the best viewing experience possible!

FEATURES
Full motion tilt & swivel action 360°
Adjustable reach from 608mm - 858mm
Telescoping height adjustment for the optimal viewing
Suits VESA mounting 75x75, 100x100, 200x100, 200x200
Cable management channel to keep everything organised
Recommended TV size up to 13" - 32"
Max load capacity 30Kg
Easy to install

SPECIFICATIONS 
Max weight: 30kg
Max VESA: 200 x 200
Colour: Black

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty
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